MEMORANDUM

May 26, 2010

TO: ALL FACULTY

FROM: Thomas J. LeBlanc, Ph.D.
       Executive Vice President
       and Provost

SUBJECT: Promotion and Tenure Awards Effective June 1, 2010

I am pleased to inform you of the following promotions and tenure awards to be effective June 1, 2010, unless otherwise indicated. I extend my sincerest congratulations.

*Promotion and Tenure
** Tenure Only

SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

JOHN, Richard
PENABAD, Carie

Associate Professor*
Associate Professor*

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Art and Art History

LYNN, Billie

Associate Professor*

Biology

WHITLOCK, Barbara

Associate Professor*

English

SHUMATE, Jane

Associate Professor*

Geography and Regional Studies

SHESKIN, Ira

Professor

International Studies

ARMONY, Ariel

Professor** (effective 8/15/10)
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, CONTINUED

Modern Languages and Literatures
LYNCH, Andrew  Associate Professor*

Political Science
BLOFIELD, Merike  Associate Professor*
KOGER, Greg  Associate Professor*

Psychology
HENDERSON, Heather  Associate Professor*
KAISER, Marygrace  Research Associate Professor

Religious Studies
MALDONADO, Michelle  Associate Professor*

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Accounting
RAMNATH, Sundaresh  Associate Professor*

Business Law
CAVA, Anita  Professor

Management
COOPER, Cecily  Associate Professor*
MAKRI, Marianna  Associate Professor*

Marketing
TSIROS, Michael  Professor

SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION

ADAMS, Terry  Associate Professor*

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Educational and Psychological Studies
LEWIS, Brian  Clinical Associate Professor
PENFIELD, Randal  Professor
Exercise and Sport Sciences

JACOBS, Kevin
Associate Professor*

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Biomedical Engineering

GU, Weiyong
Professor

Electrical and Computer Engineering

CAI, Xiaodong
Associate Professor*

FROST SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Musicology

SCHWARTZ-KATES, Deborah
Associate Professor**

Theory and Composition

MCLOSKEY, Lansing
Associate Professor*

SCHOOL OF LAW

DEPOORTER, Ben
Professor*

MILLER SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Anesthesiology

CANDIOTTI, Keith
Professor of Clinical
COBAS, Miguel
Associate Professor of Clinical
GAYER, Steven
Professor of Clinical
GEBHARD, Ralf
Professor of Clinical
PIERRE, Edgar
Associate Professor of Clinical

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

FAROOQ, Amjad
Associate Professor
JAIN, Chaitanya
Associate Professor*
NAWAZ, Zafar
Professor*

Dermatology and Cutaneous Surgery

JIMENEZ, Joaquin
Research Associate Professor
KERI, Jonette
Associate Professor of Clinical
Epidemiology & Public Health

LEE, David
PRADO, Guillermo

Professor
Associate Professor**

Medicine

CARRASQUILLO, Olveen
CASTRO, Jose Guillermo
CONTRERAS, Gabriel
DONG, Chunming
ESPINOZA, Luis
HENDEL, Robert
MECHABER, Hilit
MENEGHINI, Luigi
MORRIS, Michele

Associate Professor** (effective 5/1/09)
Associate Professor of Clinical
Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor**
Associate Professor of Clinical
Professor** (effective 1/19/10)
Associate Professor of Clinical
Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor of Clinical

Microbiology and Immunology

FIELDS, Kenneth
HARHAI, Edward

Associate Professor*
Associate Professor*

Molecular and Cellular Pharmacology

SZCZESNA-CORDARY, Danuta
VERDE, Fulvia

Associate Professor**
Associate Professor

Neurology

ISAACSON, Richard
LOPEZ-ALBEROLA, Roberto

Associate Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor of Clinical

Neurological Surgery

BETHEA, John

Professor

Obstetrics and Gynecology

TAKACS, Peter

Professor of Clinical

Ophthalmology

BANTA, James
BHATTACHARYA, Sanjoy
CABRERA, Delia
GOLDBERG, Jeffrey
HACKAM, Abigail
HUANG, XiangRun
LEE, Richard
MARIN-CASTANO, Maria
MCKEOWN, Craig

Associate Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor*
Research Associate Professor
Associate Professor*
Associate Professor*
Research Associate Professor
Associate Professor
Research Associate Professor
Professor of Clinical
MILLER SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, CONTINUED
Ophthalmology Continued

PEREZ-QUINONES, Victor
WANG, Jianhua
YOO, Sonia

Orthopaedics

OWENS, Patrick
PARVATANENI, Hari

Otolaryngology

ESHRAGHI, Adrien

Pathology

ANDREWS, Davić
GOMEZ-FERNANDEZ, Carmen

Pediatrics

DIEGO, Miguel
WU, Shu

Physiology and Biophysics

MOY, Vincent

Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences

ILLA, Lourdes

Radiation Oncology

ABDEL-WAHLAB, May

Radiology

GEORGIOU, Michalis
NARAYANAN, Gndivendarajan
SAIGAL, Gaurav

Rehabilitation Medicine

IRWIN, Robert

Surgery

CAICEDO, Alejandro
DOMINGUEZ-BENDALA, Juan
ELLIOT, Sharon

Associate Professor**
Associate Professor
Professor*

Associate Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor of Clinical

Associate Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor of Clinical

Research Associate Professor
Research Associate Professor
Research Professor
MILLER SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, CONTINUED
Surgery Continued

LI, Sen
LYNN, Mauricio
MARTINEZ, Jose
NEVILLE, Holly
NGUYEN, Dao
PANOS, Anthony
RICCI, Marco
ROSENKRAZ, Eliot
SANDS, Laurence
VELAZQUEZ, Orraida

Research Associate Professor
Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor of Clinical
Associate Professor of Clinical
Professor of Clinical
Professor of Clinical
Professor of Clinical
Professor of Clinical
Professor

Urology

MANOHARAN, Murugesan

Professor

RICHTER LIBRARY

CLARK, Angela

Librarian Associate Professor

ROSENSTIEL SCHOOL OF MARINE AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE

Marine Biology and Fisheries

BAKER, Andrew
GROSELL, Martin

Associate Professor
Professor

Meteorology and Physical Oceanography

BEAL, Lisa
ISKANDARANI, Mohamed
OZGOKMEN, Tamay
ZUIDEMA, Paquita

Associate Professor*
Associate Professor**
Professor
Associate Professor*